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❶Background

❷Objectives

vAfter Radical Prostatectomy (RP), one-third of patients will experience biochemical
recurrence (BCR)
vRoutine subjection to adjuvant treatment represents overtreatment in some
patients, with increasing treatment morbidities
vVarious nomograms are available to predict BCR, but have varying accuracies

vPrimary: Determine whether Artificial Intelligence can be used to predict BCR
in patients after RP
vSecondary: Assess the ML performance by comparing with traditional
regression model and classical nomograms

❸Materials and Methods
vData from a large cohort of consecutive patients (n=1130) undergoing RP over a 10 year period (2008-17)
v18 clinicopathological variables were collected, yielding >20,000 datasets, and split into 70/30 ratio for training and validation
vThree supervised Machine learning models were employed: Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
vThe accuracy and AUROC of these models predicting for BCR at 1,3, and 5 years were determined
vThe ML models were compared with regression model and three classical nomograms: KATTAN, CAPSURE, John Hopkins
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❹Results
Primary outcome
vThe accuracies across all ML models were consistently >0.82, with AUROC >0.835
v The Training and Validation sets retained similar accuracies and AUROC across all
models, demonstrating good calibration with minimal overfitting (Hosmer-Lemeshow)
v The ML models preserved the AUROC across all longitudinal study periods
(1,3,5 years), demonstrating retained longitudinal consistency
v Inter-model validity was observed between the three ML models, suggesting that the
concept of supervised ML, can provide strong BCR prediction

Secondary outcome
vThe accuracies and AUROC of the nomograms were comparable to international
observations, reflecting the homogeneity of our study cohort
v ML models demonstrated superiority over classical nomograms at 3 and 5 year
prediction of BCR (DeLong Test)

5 Discussion & Conclusion
vML algorithms robustly predict BCR at 1,3 and 5 years post RP
vThe properties of AI such as good calibration, retained longitudinal consistency, inter-model validity, were demonstrated in this study
vML algorithms outperform classical nomograms at longer time periods (3 and 5 years) in predicting BCR
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